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ABSTRACT

Previous analytical studies endeavoring to account for

vortex induced rolling moments on missiles have not successfully

correlated with experimental results. This points up the need for

a theoretically more sophisticated treatment, which the present

work attempts to satisfy.

A model for the two dimensional- cross flow past the tail

body combination is employed and the Blasius complex contour

integral used to find the moments. The integral is solved by

examining the singularities (poles and branch points) inside the

contour.

This is the first scientific report in a continuing

research effort. The final result contained herein presents the

complete mathematical solution for the two dimensional ideal flow

past a planar tail body combination. It is in closed analytic

form with the exception of one definite integral which has been

reduced to a form suitable for numerical calculation. All teris

of the solution (integrated as well as the integral) are best

calclated for various values of the parameters on a large scale

digital computer.
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SECTION I. Introduction and Review of Previous Work

The successful research and development leading to modern

rocket flight has brought with it several secondary aerodynamic

problems to be solved as a result of the unstable behavior that

these rockets occasionally eyiiibit. Some types of instability

that have been expezienced, in- particular by sounding rockets,

is caused by anomalous rolling moments which thus far have not

been successfully predicted by theory.

Physical misalignments of the vehicle will tend to cause

lack of symmetry about the roll axis. Hence the vehicle is usually

made to spin by canting the fins, in order to minimize any non-

syzmrtric behavior during flight through the atmosphere. In

addition, spin provides a gyroscopic type stability in the endo-

atmospheric environment. The roll rate is usually proportional to

the rocket free stream velocity. However, as described in reference

1, disast/ous results often occur when the roll rates deviate

significantly from the expected values. For example, if the roll

rate becomes the same as the natural pitdhing frequency of the

vehicle, the,. pitch-roll coupling is liable to occur. That is, the

rocket experiences the maximum angle of attack in the same plane;

any misalignments tend to increase the angle of attack causing high

drag in the atmosphere and high nutational movements outside of it.

Another type of instability is caused by the Magnus effect:

due to spin there is a lateral force on the cylindrical body of the

vehicle in a direction which is perpendicular to the angle of attack plane

(i.e. the plane consisting of the free stream velocity vector and

the body roll axis). (Ref. 2.) it may be shown that the roll induced

force on the fins is in the opposite direction. (Ref. 3.) Thus,

since the centers of pressure for the body and fins are separated,
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there is a yawing moment on the vehicle. Needless to say, unpre-

dictable roll rates (and therefore, to a large extent, uncontrol-

lable roll rates) tend to aggrevate flight stability.

Many strange types of spin behavior have been experienced by

reentry vehicles and torpedoes as well as Lockets. These include

spin reversal and constant velocity spin, even in cases where

canted fins are part of the configuration. There have been several

attempts in the literature to explain the unexpected rolling moments.

For example, thermo-elastic effects on the fins, (Ref. 4', and

oblique heat shield tape winding on the noses of reentry vehicles

(Ref. 5) have accounted for small scale behavior, but have been

heretofore unsuccessful in explaining some of the large moments

that are observed. In particular, there is need for analytical

wzrk in the low roll case, as for sounding rockets where VVZ I <

(V, is the Lzaential velocity of the cylindrical surface due to

roll, andV is the free - -ream velocity.)
One approach that shows promise of expla ining the rclling

moment phenomena in the low roll case is as follows: aL high

angle of attack vortices are formed at the rear of the cylindrical

body. When these vortices are shed, the longitudinal free stream

velocity (the component along the body axis) washes them past the

fins resulting in inteference that affects the rolling moment.

Figure 1, which has been taken from Ref. 6, depicts the manner

in which the vortices are formed on the non-finned part of the

vehicle. Figure 2 (a), taken from Ref. 7, is a photograph in the

cross flow plane. These vortices are symmetrical; however a roll

velocity will cause non-symmetrical vortices as shown in Fig. 2 (b)

(Ref. 7) for which /
N _ / .
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Fig. 2 (a)

Fig. 2 (b)

Several attempts have been made in the literature to deal

with vortex induced moments, but the analytical methods used have

not been exact, and largely unsuccessful in predicting experimental

results.

One approach (Ref. 6) uses the strip theory method: firstly
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the flow in the cross plane is considered inviscid and incom-
pressible (see Section II for a justification). Then potential

fluid theory is employed to find the flow past a circular cylinder
only, due to an external vortex, r , by suitably placing an
image vortex inside the cylindz.r. A local angle of attack, ' ,
on a fin as a function of the spanwise distance y (see Fig. 3)
is described by divid'ng the velocity induced by the vortex normal

7 T
IJ

Fig. 3

to the fin surface, 11. , by the free stream velocity, 7, •
Then the element of normal force on the fin is taken to be

N CrL fl (/c4
where C is the chord length, C the dynamic pressure and,

assuming linear theory,

- C,

N~o
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is the normal force coefficient slope. The rolling moment on one

fin is given by

and thus

II

The induced rolling moment on a multi-fin configuration is then

obtalned by addition.*

Rolling moments calculated by the preceeding method using

*' symmetric vortices did not agree with those obtained from wind

tunnel studies. (Ref. 6, p. 35) Obviously strip theory, although

successful in some applications, has many shortcomings. First of

all the streamlines due to a vortex in the presence of a cylinder

only, is not the same if a fin is added; indeed, by the time the

vortex reaches the fin, the streamlines are distorted so that there

is no normal velocity component. To suppose that the normal force
curve slope, 0

14 , on a flat plate caused by a tr.e free stream

angle of attack is the same as that due to th_ defined above,

is an approximation at best. Certainly a more accurate model would

be to find the vortex flow in the presence of the fins as well as

* * the cylinder. Secondly, even if the moment on one fin could be

Il correctly computed, the total moment due to all the fins cannot

be correctly obtained by addition, since each fin interferes with

*The appropriate flat plate coefficient for supersonic linear

theory is (Ref. 8) 4 -

I
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and obstructs the flow past the others. While strip theory might

give good predictions of moment for a single fin in the vicinitAy

of the vortex, multiple fins present a much too complicated flow

field to be attacked by the simple model. Thirdly, the effect

of the component of free stream velocity in the cross flow plane

is not accounted for, nor is a possible Kutta condition in this

plane considered.

Reference 9 is a continuation of the work of Ref. 6,

and attempts to improve results. It uses a better expression

for the normal force coefficient Co by taking account of non-

linear hypersonic terms; the expression is equivalent to

dCN 1 +

However, comparisons between experimental data and theory showed

no improvement. (Ref. 9, p. 18.)

In Ref. 10 still another theoretical approach is presented;

slender body theory is used in conjunction with the momentum method

to get an order of magnitude estimate for rolling moments. However,

one needs experimental values of the base pressures in order to

apply the momentum method.

There have been attempts to find vccztex induced moments

experienced bv varying cross sectional slender airplanes in

unsteady flow using the Blasius method. (Ref. 11 and 12.) However,

the correctness of this work is questionable. One of the short-

comings, among others, is the failure to account for the fact that

Blasius' formula does not allow for varying cross-section in

unsteady flow. (See Ref 13, p. 119.)

ma
K )

11.'
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SECTION II. ForMulatin of the Problem

The general model which we would like to consider con-

sists of inviscid flcw past a long slender cylindrical body as

depicted in Fig. 1, with a tail configuration as shown in Fig. 4.

The cant of the fins is considered negligible, and the roll rate

of the vehicle so low that steady state flow may be assumed.*

(a) Cruciform (b) Planat

Figure 4. Tail body configurations

Now consider the flow past the vehicle shown in Fig. 5. "

It is assumed initially that the fins are rectangular flat plates

The rolling moment to be found usi these assumptions will be

added to that due to fin cant, assuming that linearity allows

for superposition.

'*The effective angle of ai:tack e( is taken to include sideslip

velocity.
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(although the assumption of unvarying span can be relaxed as will

be described in Section IV). The free stream velocity may be

divided into the longitudinial component, V,,edoz , and the

cross flow velocity %ro ' . Because the fins are symmetrically

placed and negligible roll is assumed, the longitudinal velocity

component should have little effect on the rolling moment for non-

canted fins. The force on any fin due to this component is

ill

Figure 5

negated by the force on the opposing fin, 1800 away. (Since

the longitudinal flow is basically parallel to the long cylindrical

surface it is unobstructed until it reaches each fin, and so should

have the same effect on all.)*

Naturally, the longitudinal flow will induce a moment on differen-

tially canted fins.

-.. .- -- m I I"
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Or. the other hand the cross flow velocity is a majcr factor in

rolling moments. First of all it is the cause of the vortex

generation and shedding depicted in Fig. 1, Secondly the cross .
flow should affect opposing fins differently since the cylindrical

body presents an obstructive influence as the fluid goes past it.

The main role of the longitudinal velocity is to wash the vortices

produced on the main body surface aft, past the tail body ccmbin-

ation.

For a typical free streim Mach number of 5 and an angle

of attack equal to 200, the cross flow Yach numijer is about 1.7.

However, when we take the conical bow shock into consideration,

(whose geometry is determined by the vehicle nose configuration),

the cross flow velocity is further reduced, and must b- subsonic

in at least a considerable region behind the shock.

If one were interested in yawing or pitching ;:ments,

the entire body of the vehicle would play a role in the force

distribution. Hence, since the vehicle contour changes in the

longitudinal direction, a three dimensional treatment (uzually

approximLted by slender body theory) would be called for. In the

case of rolling moment, however, it is only the fins which e: pP.

ience contributing forces in inviscid flow, and since they are

rectangular, the two dinensional cross flow problem will s'3rve as

our model. Because this flow has been shown to be largely sub-

sonic, the appronimation will be made that the cross flow Mach
number is zero. It may later be necessary to use perturbation

methods to take account of compressibility effects.

The final decision in describing the model is to choose

the tail body configuration. Although the crucicorm shape is common

to the sounding rocket prototype, the ideal £Ciuid which we have

azsurcd would be questionable because flow separation is likely to



occur for any roll angle ( (see Fig. 4 (a)).* Moreover, the

separated flow region is likely to be in the important vicinity

of the shed vortices. Since a satisfactory mathematical model

of ceparated flow phenomenon is lacking, we will choose our first

physical model to be the planar tail body configuration (Fig. 4(b)).

Then, at least for small roll angles, the question of separatiun is

not as serious. Moreover, this model lends itself to taking account

of compressibiliLy effects by making a Prandtl-Glauert transforma-

tion, since the planar cross section obviously better satisfies

the slender body requirement (for small ) than does the cruci-

form configuration. Although the planar tail body does not rep-

resent the usual prototype it is a simplier mathematical model and

one which is more consistent with the two dimensional physical

reality. Our main purpose is to obtain an understadning of the

fundamental phenomena underlying vortex induced moments. On.ce this

understanding has been accomplished and successful cn;relations made i

with experiment, then it would be in order to attempt to formulate

a model for flow past a cruciform tail as the next step.
Let be the cross fle velocity, r., past the

configuration shown in rig. 4 (b), reduced by an appropriate factor

due to the conical bow shock wave.** The roll aiigle ( is the degree
to which the fins have turned out of the vehicle's angle of attack

f plane, Let us represent the complex potential for this flo-: ii, the

7 plane by W(l (see Fig. 6) where acco,'nt will be taken of two,

0 'he concern over sepa'ation is in a laboratory two dimensional

experiment. In the rocket prototype, the longitudjia' velocity

component would largely eliminate any cross flow separation effects.

"'V is essumcd to be constant since the bow shock can be taken to

be reasonably flat in the vicinity of the tail section.
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Figure 6. The A plane

not necessarily symmetrical vortices, , and " Then the

steady state rolling monent about the origin is given by the

Blasius equation

(1) P C

where the contour is along the outside of the body surface.

(Ref. 13, p. 49.)

It will be most expedier. to evaluate Equ. (1) by

mapping the body contour into a circle. This can be accomplished

by a two step Joukowsky transformation:

(2)

which maps the cross section into a flat plate (Fig. 7)

It is clear that the strip theory method for finding the moments

is no longer appropriate here since the velocity represented by

J= -/ has zero normal component to the fin surface.
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and 2"

(3) +

which maps the flat plate into a circle, (Fig. 8).

-2 ?2-

Figure 7. The B' plane

The points c and -c in the plane are mappings of 6-
and -j. in the plane. These transformations do not alter

-PI

Figure 8. The plane
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the magnitude or direction of the free stream cross velocity,

U, since (2) and (3) produce no disto ions at infinity.

Moreover, the vortex strengths P, and 2 - the same in the - and

5 planes under these transformations. (See Appendix A for a

proof.)

Combining (2) and (3) gives the direct relationships

between * and

(4a) 2-

(4b)

where the choice of a positive rather than negative square root

insures that the exterior of the body maps into the exterior of

the circle.

The free stream complex potential in the plane is

Se-£ '. Thus, if there are vortices of absolute sc;engths

and V located at f, and .respectively, then the complex poten-

tial with no body present is

(5)= V, -

If we introduce a circle of radius c into the flow, the resulting

complex potential is given by Milne-Thompson's Circle Theorem:

(Ref. 14.)

(6) r over an i p tsh o e ng

where the bar over an expression represents the complex conjugate
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of that expression.' Substituting (5) into (6):

(7)r(7) __ -;___ -,_ _.___________ ___( ,_______"__

This is not the unique solution for the flow in this problem.

We can add a free vortex with center at the origin and arbitrary

strength . We express its velocity potential in the form

2- T- C

whence the circle still remains a streamline (with 0 = ) and

the velocity at infinity is not changed. This additional circu-

lation around th,- origin will enable us to take account of a pos-

sible Kutta condition. Thus the velocity potential (7) can be

supplemented and reduced as follows.

2 Tr

C,2wr c-. -

To evaluate the Blasius integral in the plane we note

It can be easily shown that the imaginary part of (6) (the

stream function) is zero on the circle, thus insuring that the

circle is a streamline. Also V(00) V, (00).circ)le

'I,
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that CIW -

CA_ I c L~ cL2

and therefore

(9) w (a)=

(where '(-i-) and w( ) represent the complex velocities in the

e and f planes respectively), or

Thnus (1) becomes

°.4 f- C1 d/

or (10) I awz1)d

where

and the integral is evaluated along the circle C.. . Using

the expression for 7_as a function of (Equ. (4b)) and its

derivative L

[I t- l

gives, after considerable rearrangement,*

(11) !L)

Finally to evaluate (10), we need an expression for W

this is obtained b differentiating (8) and squaring:< >C' (P -o - -( - - e  2 ) -r--

_ ++

* See Appendix B for a tabulation of the derivatives of {( ).
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and therefore

- -.. . , C ;, - , 1
(13) W( ;=:

e, 7 Lr _ eI € c  
_ _ e: . ..

r7.

2, -, (FYC.(- .. )J27; V e L

+©
rrL

+ -+ e '

-up _ _ - - +  -

4--.

( r e-

22

___ _ _-Z- I

+V

+21J'

+ P.

-4--
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Equation (10) is evaluated by deforming the contour and

evaluating the integral around the singularities of f(Pv w ()

From (13) we see that the singularities produced by WI )are all

poles, located at

CC 2
C / and

Since the vortices are located at , and , these points are

exterior to the circle f =C. and residues here do not contribute

to the integral. On the other hand >C guarantees that j -. C e_

and thus the residues at --- (and C ) must be accounted for.

The singularities of (9 (Equ. (11)) all lie on the circle.

They are poles at = ±-C and branch points where the square root radical

vanishes, that is where

or

Hence branch points are located where

or

that is at the four points

I,
1F
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-R+Zct R~ f+c.

(14)( r

where

These are all obviously on the circle since in each care

I,
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SECTION III. Analytic Evaluation of the Contour Integral

If a complex functionF{i), has a pole of order M at

then its residue there is (Ref. 15)

(15) 00' [
Thus, referring to Equ. (10), a contour around a pole with order

IM of the Blasius integral located at will be

(16) - - ,

where is obtained by defining

(17) _f () )

in Equ. (15).

The poles at =C and -C are simple ones. Thus at C,

tne integral is f W (5) ( .2 __ _4 ,,R_

Similarly, for the simple pole at = -

Thus the total contribution due to the poles at C and -C is

(18) i& = t- -2
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Cbviously, terms of which are either real or odd will not

contribute to this expression. Eliminating these terms from

Equ. (13), substituting the rcmainder in (18), and combiring terms

gives, after considerable algebraic manipulation

P' , c C,:

(19) T I , -

- 4-

'C-- ) - -. :
C

" 22 7,T

4- ct -  ¢- '(e- ,

CC

+ 4 "v-

-Ir

II 

-o

C ft. (C Z-II-
e, '-.# . < _,'-.- :

-2- -
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The contribution to the total moment due to the simple

pole at 0 is

where terms of Wz(f) (Equ. (13)) have been included which contain the

factor f . Obviously

(20) 0

since ((o)-o . (Equ. (11).)

To find the contribution of the second order poles at =

we use (16), (15) and (17):

1 (21) T 0 A

PI I °

where terms of w( ) (Equ. (13)) have been included which contain

the factor . Since

rT
f(o) 0( and I0 -. -

(see Appendix B), we have, differentiating (21), letting 0 O
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collecting terms and eliminating pure imaginary numbers:

(22) - -

jJI,, P

The contribution to the total moment due to the third

order poles at =- is

3 qL~- ir

where terms of WL(%)have been inzluded which contain the factor 
3

Hence

sic 0 (Appendix 90.

The contribution to the total moment due to the fourth
order poles at -.."is rjLI[ t < -I ( Cr , q

: - ~~C. T-6

where terms of have been included which contain the factor

Since (O)= A[ -(Appendix B),

or

(24) - 2CL "..-
1o

For the simple poles at f =11, the contribution to the

momentagain using (15), (16' and (17) is
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Ii

< > ._T,/ = -+ r , <" -,

21 T±

where terms containing the factor - in the expression for

W)have been included. 'Thus

2C +(25) I7

- C'

where can be computed using Equ. (11). Similarly-/(+(+
(26) CF/ c)r 2  -!~ + C_

"F, I -.. -t-

I'I- (

+ - 2n-
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Finally, the remaining poles are second order ones at

C and

I- CIL~ /IZc )

Re~ .IT- Ji L P

- By~~~s thea epocdr

,J
I~c77

with the expression for contained in Appendix B.

.gPANC4I L/N

C.

I.I
I *,

aRANr-h LINE

Fig. 9 Branch points and branch lines of

Iil,
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The remaining singularities where the contour integral

must be evaluated are at the branch points -, -J"f, f . and

(see Equ. (14)). We arbitrarily choose as branch cuts the straight

line segments joining i with %and fwith f, (Fig. 9).

The function (r), which contains these square root singu-

larities will be sing e valued and continuous as long as we move

in the f plane without crossing the branch lines. Thus, for the

integral enclosing points and , we choose the contour ABCDEFA,

shown in Fig. 10, where CD and FA actually touch the branch line

Fig. 10

but have been shown separated for visual purposes. 6 will be

allowed to approach zero. Referring to equations (10) and (11), the

integral we wish to evaluate is

or

(28)1 =P,

To evaluate the integrals around ABC and DEF we let 7 t

and J=- ,-' E C respectively, where f is integrated between

0 and 2]T in the first case, and between -1 and Trin the second.

If the integrand is denoted by M)then, for example,
:11 R FF +L~

A 3
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It may be shown in general that if = 0

then the integral vanishes as E +0. This is indeed the case for

the integrals ABC and DEF as may be varified by inspection. (See

Appendix C for a proof of the theorem).

Now, considering the integrals along the lies FA and DC,

we use the polar coordinates

(29a) YX L

(29b) 3rr

where C* and %are both allowed to vary between 0 and 2r(which

automatically places the discontinuity along the designated branch

cut.) On FA
I r = 0 and 0 -

while on CD

so that

[ on FI

Hence T on C

iT. C eo n  FA

. .. 3- 7-/ on C
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or

(30) Jo F
on

Along FA, IYvaries between 0 and 2R as E-+O (see Fig. 9 and 10).

Hence, using the substitution (29b):

+

C+ on

or

and C ( r
on FA, and noting that

and

(see Equ. (14)), substitution of (30) into (28) gives

2 P, 3

, .[ - ) cZ ______. ____• _ ____

2. "

Replacing ' by 2R-r]L, and dropping the subscript on V1we have
(31)~~~ / g~iW--(f-~c~

(31 A -I-) v2a-

Similarly, once more using the substitution (29b) in (28),

varies between 2R and 0 on CD while Oz equals ITF, so that again

S.1 and C1 - d ir.

The only change in the integral is indicated by Equ. (30). Thus

-0T REPRODUCrTP
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dropping the subscript on3

, I f -'D (fi -Y4o r- to
(32) 4zg )r2 -

Adding (32) to (31), and after algebraic reduction, we obtain

(33) f -t

St/, J j -- SZI

where

(34)r

and

The same procedure is used for the integral around the

branch cut connecting .with " and produces

(36) 3

with

and

(37) F(2 ' c( (2k)
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It should be noted that the only difference between the inte-

grands of (33) and (36) is in the sign of CL.

We may combine (33) and (36):

(38)1 r~ t-iW

where -

If we note that

w. - (,Q.<. Li ..) ff g,"( H & )(h-

and add this result to (38), then the final expression is

(40) T . + ..- Q
- w- >/ /- [ , <(') -Lrq)I .W

iar.
with w given by (13), H by (39), by (34) and h by (35).

Equation (40) is a definite proper integral of the real variable r
(but with a complex integrand) and must have a finite value.

To summarize, the rolling moment given by the Blasius

integral is the sum of the contour integrals around the singu-

larities inside and on the circle 11=C in the plane. That is

(41) -A' = IT* -t-+.r,' + L t .

I 1- T

OT, nij 7 T

NOT REPRODUCIBJf Y'

I -
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The moment due to fin cant must be added to this result.* The

equation for each of the integrals in (41) is listed in the table

below:

tegral Equ. number

r. ' t T-(19)

(20)

IL'. (22)

T. (23)

- . (24 )

.U ,,/g,(25)

e /(26)

I,,/,, I ,/ (27)

2:-t(40)

The rolling moment, Equ. (41), can best be evaluated for

various values of the parameters by use of a large scale digital

computer. However, we can obtain results directly for special

limiting cases. For example, consider the two dimensional flow,

in the absence of external vortices, past a flat plate inclined

at a roll angle (angle of attack) - with respect to the free

*See Section II and reference 3.

~ I t
. . . . . r
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stream velocity, U . Obviously, since R=oin Fig (4b), Equ. (40)

indicates that

. + 0. 
Similarly, no external vortices in t.he flow means that i = -

consequently, all ths other integrals in Equ. (41) are clearly

zero, with the exception of . Thus, from (24)

MCo' -, L '  T-rC "

But for R = c CL
CL C-'

Hence for a flat plate with no vortices

(42)

which is the well known moment about the center chord in ideal

flow. In this case the lift L' acts at the quarter chord (aero-
dynamic center) so that

LI

whence

or using (42)

which becomes, for small angles

C
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the classical result (see Ref. 16).

The other limiting case we will consider is that of a

finless cylinder. Here = R (Fig. 4) so that

and Ct=C

If there are no external vortices in the flow, r P- and

Since 0. = 0, Equ. (24) shows that

= .

Also, from (34)

(10 = ( R- k-i (real)

and from (35)

J(Y) +F2 V-V2

:- (2R-r).

Substituting these values into (39) gives

which is pure imaginary.

Moreover

- z Q . W j)
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Thus, Equ. (40) indicates that the integrand is the product of two

imaginary variables, and is therefore real. Hence

T ~ f =(Real variable)dh1

= P L (Real number)

and so the rolling moment, , is zero for a finless cylinder,

the expected result in ideal (frictionless) flow.*

*It is also expected that the rolling moment would be zero even in

the presence of vortices, i.e., F, and P. not zero. In this case,

since v:R, azo and i()=i, it can be shown that Equ. (19) and (27)

both vanish while Equ. (22) cancels (25) and (26) so that, indeed,
li, M.' 0 .

41
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SECTION TV Conclusion and Plans for Future Work

An analytical expression for the sectional moment rolling

coefficient, ?j, has been found as a function of the following

variables:

,C11

There are, in fact, twelve independent u."Lables since and i

are complex numbers, each consiting of two components. We may

eliminate three parameters if we Qxpres the variables in dimen-

sionless form:

where C, 7T

is defined as the vortex strength coefficient. It should be noted

that 2-- <

where the extremes R -c is for a flat plate and I- =1 is for a

finless cylinder. The numerical data obtained from a computer will

be most conveniently plotted using (43)."

As an example, we suppose that T is determined by a Kutta

condition and so need not be specified independently. For vortices

fixed at 1, and , we may plot series of graphs with (was ordinate,

as abscissa and R as parameter, where each graph is for a pair

of values t, and C . Thus for the case 1, .nj 0 we have, from

* The variables R and 6- are defined in the physical plane (see Fig.

4). If the location of the vortices are at ,and '2,in the physical

plane, their locations in the 5 plane may be determined from Equ.

(4a). It will also be recalled thatU, and P suffer no change

in t ui tansformation.
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(42), for a flat plate

I while for a finless cylinder, thcre is no rolling moment in friction-

less flow so

CM 0

/..

Fig. 11

The analysis in thi s report assures a two dimensional fin.

However if the fin is not rectangular, but has varying span e , we

may integrate the sectional rolling momnt Ho' in steady flcya to

find the total moment

where K) is a function of and L Is the fin length. (See Fig.

12). Then in Equ. (43) we may replace the dimensionless variable CMby

MO -1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _._
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and by g
L

I!

I I

e le

Fig. 12

In conclusion it is to be noted that this report is the

first in a continuing research effort. The immediate future task

is to obtain numerical results for the present analytical study.

As another important undertaking it will be useful to extend this

work to missiles with a cruciform tail body configuration. Also

compressible and non-steady flow effects should be considered.

Finally meaningful experiments should be devised and carried out

to supplement the analysis.
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APPENDIX A

It will be proved here that a vortex undergoes no change

in strength, r , under a conformal transformation from the _ to
planes. By definition:

where the integral is evaluated counterclockwise in a curve en-

closing the vortex.* Now, in the complex 7 plane

L4( a)dz -v(C'Y4

so that

plane

Similarly, in the 4 plane

(F1) pplane

But by Equ. (9)

Pence it follows that

(F 2 plane (r) plane

The negative sign is due to the fact that a posiLve circulation
is, by convention, defined to be in the clockwise direction.H :

.!chI _________ ________________________
- -------
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APPENDIX B

For reference purposes, the derivatives of are listed
here. From Equ. (11)

where

Hence

f~ 1

where [ +,

Also

and q
L+

~1a

It is easy to show that

(<> = C

'NOT REPRODUC
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and (o) -

Therefoa 0)-

and 
{')
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APPENDIX C

Suppose we wish to integrate F(5)in a circle of increasingly

infinitesimal radius around a branch point, such as in Fig. 10.
It will be proved that this integral vanishes if

F= 0-

Letting

/ F(g)dg 21't~r g e )L .O

Hence

K Q - MAX

where is that point on the circular contour which gives the

maximum value indicated. Now if

-T)F()
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for any mode of approach of to " , then it is also true

along the path of maximum absolute values. Hence

and the theorem is proved.

I

:1i
If

F|

Jt

I ______________________

- S _ _ _ _ _ _ - ~ -
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